Who should I contact?  [1]

CU system University Relations contact list

CU.edu website questions, corrections, recommendations:
- Primary: Cathy Beuten, cathy.beuten@cu.edu [2]
- Secondary: Jon Arnold, jon.arnold@cu.edu [3]

CU President Todd Saliman website questions, corrections, recommendations:
- Primary: Emily Davies, emily.davies@cu.edu [4]
- Secondary: Cathy Beuten, cathy.beuten@cu.edu [2]

CU Connections questions, corrections, recommendations:
- Primary: Jay Dedrick, jay.dedrick@cu.edu [5]
- Secondary: Cathy Beuten, cathy.beuten@cu.edu [2]

CU on the Air University of Colorado podcast
- Primary: Cathy Beuten, cathy.beuten@cu.edu [2]
- Secondary: Jon Arnold, jon.arnold@cu.edu [3]

CU in the News daily clips questions, corrections, recommendations:
- Cathy Beuten, cathy.beuten@cu.edu [2]

CU President’s newsletter questions, corrections, recommendations:
- Cathy Beuten, cathy.beuten@cu.edu [2]

Focus on CU Faculty
- Cathy Beuten, cathy.beuten@cu.edu [2]

CU For Colorado website, features, signage, questions, corrections, recommendations:
- Primary: Jon Arnold jon.Arnold@cu.edu [6]
• Secondary: Cathy Beuten, cathy.beuten@cu.edu [2]

Press releases
• Jay Dedrick, jay.dedrick@cu.edu [5]

Social media questions, corrections, recommendations:
• Cathy Beuten, cathy.beuten@cu.edu [2]
• CU Todd Saliman, Emily Davies, emily.davies@cu.edu [4]
• CU Connections, Jay Dedrick, jay.dedrick@cu.edu [5]

Branding questions, corrections:
• Primary: Elizabeth Collins, elizabeth.collins@cu.edu [7]
• Secondary: Jon Arnold, jon.arnold@cu.edu [3]

Any questions? Contact Jon.Arnold@cu.edu [8].
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